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MICHAELJACKSON

SHOCKING
The King of Pop's death jugt weeks before his
comeback concerts in London raises questions
about his health-and his children's future
iL
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doing what he was born
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i:,/;,t ' #*,\ to do. On June 24, after
eating grilled chicken and romaine
lettuce, the SO-year-old hit the main
stage of L.A.'s Staples Center and
put himself and his backup dancers
through a lengthy rehearsal for his

So-date London tour set to begin
in two weeks. "He did the moonwalk-everything!" says Michael

Bush, one of Jackson's costume
designers and one ofonly30 concert
staffers watching in the otherwise
empty arena. Jackson, who at one
point wore a new "Thriller" jacket
with fiber-optic lights, sang "Human
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Photosraphs by KEVIN MAZUR

says the singer actually did receive

injection of Demerol. Asked
if Michael's death was drug-related,
a daily

dad Joe, 8O told Ppopr,r, "That's what

we're trying to find out."

Friends and family had worried
about Jackson's addiction for decades.
He began taking painkillers after a
1984 explosion on the set of a Pepsi
ad left himwith severe scalp burns. In
1993 Jackson went to a London rehab
clinic. His dependencyworsenedwhen
he was charged with child molestation
in 20O3. Though he was acquitted on
all counts, "the stress manifested as

back, neck and chest pain," says pal
Deepak Chopra. Doctors "gave him
drugs instead of managing the stress.
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well said at the time, "Michael is

fighter-if

a
he thought someone was

just trying to take advantage ofhim
he would never give in." Jackson
himself said in British journalist

Martin Bashir's 2OO3 Living with
Michael Jackson documentary, "I
didn'twantto do along, drawn-out
thing on TV like O.J. . . . I want to go

onwith mylife."
If so, he was to be spectacularly
unsuccessful. In 20O3 a }3-yearold boy who was a cancer survivor
befriended by Jackson made similar
accusations and pressed ahead with a
criminal case. The prosecution relied
in part on the Bashir documentary, in
which Jacksonbizarrely defended his
practice of sleeping with kids-innocently, he claimed-who were not his
own. "Ifs very right; itt very loving"
he told Bashir. Still, the sometimes

circus-like 2O05 trial, which lasted14
weeks and featured one memorable

episode in which Jackson gleefully
danced on the roof of his SIIV, ultimately turned into a referendum
on the accuser's mother, who, as the
defense pointed out, had once been
implicated in a welfare fraud. After
seven days of deliberation, the jury
acquitted Jackson ofall charges, but

not all suspicion.
Indeed he seemed to emerge from

abroad and raising his children,
continued to be tormented by the

He never recovered
from the trial. . . .
That was [a] reason
for these concerts: to
prove himself again"

stain the accusations had Ieft on his
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the trial a broken man, the downward spiral of his life and career
only accelerating. His friend Dr.
Firpo Carr says that the singer, who
spent his last years often traveling

reputation. "It took a great toll on
him," says Carr. "He never recovered from the trial. He never did."
As Carr tells it, Jackson's planned
comebackwas not just about money
but about some attempt at personal
redemption. "That was part of the
reason for these concerts: to prove
himself again," says Carr, "to give

something great to his fans, the
show of all shows, and to have the
comeback of all comebacks. This
was so everyone would remember
him for his music, not for the scandals. He didn't get a chance to do
that. But that's what it was about."
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